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Winter’s Secret Space – The
Subnivean Zone
by Megan Kelzenberg

     It is easy to get caught up in the unpleasant aspects of Minnesota
winters. The shoveling, windshield scraping, and challenging road
conditions that accompany snow events can make even the hardiest
among us grit our teeth. One strategy for helping balance out the
winter blues is seeking out snow-specific activities such as
snowshoeing, skiing, or winter photography. Even a simple walk to
take in the beauty of a snow-covered landscape, or search for animal
tracks, can help us refresh and reset.
     Animals, too, must develop their own strategies for combating the
challenges of Minnesota winters. For some small mammals such as
mice, moles, and shrews, a winter with plenty of snow is a crucial
component of survival. As snow accumulates, it allows for the
formation of a secret underground world called the subnivean zone.
The word subnivean comes from the Latin “sub” (under) and “nives”
(snow), and refers to the small space between the ground and bottom
of snowpack. As snow piles up, heat from the ground warms the
lowest layer of snowflakes, transforming them into water vapor. This
water vapor then freezes, creating a cozy and hidden winter home. 

Every newsletter in 2021
will have 5 trivia questions
in this space. If you email

Ashley your answers
before the next newsletter,

you will get a ticket for
each correct answer. At

the end of the year, we will
randomly select one of
these tickets, and the

winner will receive a prize!

In 1970, about 1000
workers walked away from

their jobs to strike,
demanding an increase in

pay, a 9 hour work day, and
sanitary living conditions. 

 What was this group's
profession?



Winter’s Secret Space
cont.

Subnivean spaces include an icy roof above, bare ground below, and
access to food which would otherwise be hidden like grass, seeds, and
insect eggs or larva. Provided with at least 6 inches snow, the
subnivean zone can maintain a stable ground surface temperature of
32 degrees, regardless of air temperature or weather conditions above
the snow. For small mammals who lose heat quickly and are unable to
bear the weight of extra winter fur, this insulation makes a significant
difference in the likelihood of their survival.
     A life under the snow is not without its drawbacks. Predators such
as owls, coyotes, fox, and ermine each have their own strategies for
hunting those living below. Collapsed tunnels, heavy rains, or a quick
snow thaw, can also create hazardous conditions. These risks,
however, are easily outweighed by the benefits provided to the
inhabitants of this unique and temporary habitat.
     While the subnivean zone is essentially hidden, the evidence of its
existence can be easy to find for those who are looking. On your next
winter walk, spend a moment scanning the snow near tree trunks, large
rocks, or thick vegetation for small holes used as entrances or
ventilation. Venture out after a fresh snowfall and you may be lucky
enough to follow the small tracks leading to and from numerous holes.
Perhaps tracking these clues left by those living under the snow will
provide an additional cold weather activity that helps you enjoy the
perks of a snow-filled winter season.

In 1886, the first of what
annual Minnesota event

happened?
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In what year was the term
"Blizzard" first used?

In 1855 the first
permanent span across the

main channel of the
Mississippi River was

built. What did it connect?

What iconic Minnesota
landmark was taken out of
commission after 59 years

of service?

Photo Source: Schlitz Audubon



Bird Feeder Maintenance - 
We are looking for 2 volunteers (or two households of
volunteers) to come every Monday and Thursday to fill
birdfeeders and take care of our feeder areas.  

Snowshoe Trail Markings - 
We think snowshoeing is going to be extremely popular this
winter, assuming good snowfall. We would like to mark and
maintain some trails for visitors to use for snowshoeing.
 

Cornell Urban Bird Study - 
Unfortunately, we cannot do FeederWatch this year because we
do not have enough space in the Visitor Center to do so safely.
However, there is another Cornell bird study that can be done
completely outdoors and does not require sitting for long periods
of time. The details are still being worked out, and we expect to
be able to share more information about this opportunity soon.

Park Host - 
We would love to have more Park Host volunteers to add to our
team! Being a Park Host entails going out into the park and
engaging with the public, being available to answer general
questions, and being a friendly presence for our visitors.

If you have any interest in any of these opportunities, just reach out
to Ashley at ashley.smith@threeriversparks.org

Trivia
Don't forget to send in your trivia answers to Ashley at
ashley.smith@threeriversparks.org

"Changing
the world

always
needs

volunteers."
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Volunteering Opportunities


